Housing Advisory Board
Minutes
September 16, 2019
Meeting held at the Housing Resource Center located at 104 N. Witchduck Road, Classrooms B120 &
C122, Virginia Beach, Virginia 23462.
Present: Ann Crenshaw, Cheryl Davidson, John Georghiou, Jessica Guglielmo, Hunter Hanger,
Kevin Kemp, Tim McCarthy, John Olivieri, and Ron Ripley.
Also Present: Bob Adams, Karen Prochilo, Victoria Rice, Jill Rinaldo, Sharon Shoff, and Bobby Tajan.
Absent: Bob Dyer, Andy Friedman, Bob Miller, Margaret Reyes, and Rosemary Wilson.
The meeting was called to order by Tim McCarthy at 3:06 p.m.
Executive Summary of Meeting
Actions Taken by the Board
• The Minutes from the August 19, 2019 meeting were approved.
• Election of Chair and Co-Chair.
Presentation
• Workshop Series #3 – Bob Adams – “A Three Act Play: The Role of the Nonprofit Sector. Can We
Innovate Our Way to Affordability? Messaging: Why Everything We Say about Affordable Housing
is Wrong.”
Updates
• Design Services Consultant.
Acknowledgement
• Board Members Service.
Next Meeting
October 21, 2019 at 3:00 pm at the Housing Resource Center.
Detailed Minutes of Meeting
[Roundtable introductions of all present. It was noted that Andy Friedman was absent as he was attending a DHCD Board
Meeting in Richmond.]

Minutes
The Board reviewed the Minutes from the August 19, 2019 meeting. Cheryl Davidson made a motion
to approve the Minutes and Hunter Hanger seconded the motion. All board members in attendance
unanimously approved the motion and the Minutes were accepted as written.
[Ron Ripley arrived after the vote.]

Presentation
Workshop Series #3 – “A Three Act Play: The Role of the Nonprofit Sector. Can We Innovate Our Way
to Affordability? Messaging: Why Everything We Say about Affordable Housing is Wrong.” (see
attached presentation)
Bob Adams, Executive Direct of Housing Virginia, began his presentation by sharing that during his 40+
year career he has become experienced in all aspects of affordable housing both at the state level and in

Washington DC. His current position with Housing Virginia affords him the opportunity to work with a
unique group of representatives from various sectors of housing development. Their goal is to broaden
the understanding of what constitutes affordable housing and to enlighten others about how housing
effects the overall health of a community. Housing Virginia also assembles massive amounts of data that
is available to the public. Highlights for consideration from his presentation are as follows:
➢ Nonprofits are essential to affordable housing because they willingly do the extensive work
necessary to compile multiple layers of funding and to educate communities even when faced
with nimby opposition.
➢ The Board was encouraged to attend the Governor’s Housing Conference and future Housing
X and Virginia Housing Technology Group events as they showcase the latest advances in
housing, encourage open discussion, and stimulate new ideas.
➢ Education is vital to correct public misconceptions and change perception, however, human
nature’s rapid response mechanism to ideas that contradict one’s belief system can be a
hindrance. Reframing sentence structure counteracts this mechanism and achieves more
receptive responses to new ideas and change.
Discussion (after presentation)
• Hunter Hanger stated he is intrigued by 3D homes and asked Bob Adams to elaborate on his
reservations about them.
➢ Bob Adams replied that replication of the printing mechanism from factory to site currently is
not cost effective for mass production. Often there are also local Code and Zoning issues. Bob
conceded that 3D homes are a new concept and trial and error is necessary in beginning stages.
• Ron Ripley agreed that reframing communication is important to changing the “not in my backyard”
mentality. In order to make the terminology more relatable for others to understand he suggested
showing pictures of the affordable housing depicted in Workshop Series #2 and discussing various
workforce incomes relative to housing prices.
➢ Bob Adams shared that a Regional Housing Framework with a menu of initiatives is being
developed in Richmond. In response Richmond Memorial Health Foundation has partnered
with Frameworks to fund a $250,000 messaging campaign regarding the importance of
affordable housing. It is their hope that the campaign will ease pushback against the initiative
and improve the political environment.
• John Georghiou questioned if using the term “millennial-friendly housing” would be better received
than “affordable housing”. He likened the idea to that of marketing to seniors.
• Cheryl Davidson said decision-making processes should have representation from all age brackets.
• Tim McCarthy referenced the late Toni Morrison’s quote, “…We speak, we write, we do language.
That is how civilizations heal...” adding that we should take time to consider the right words to use
in response to concerns. He then referenced the actions of Louis Jones when he stood up at a Crescent
Square engagement event before a very upset crowd and stated “This is where I live, and it will be
an improvement to my neighborhood. If we can find a way to improve everyone’s neighborhood,
we’d be a better City for it.” Tim praised Louis’ courage, right choice of words, and strength to stand
against negativity and said the City should consider an annual award to citizens who demonstrate this
behavior.
➢ Bob Adams replied that Minneapolis spent a year identifying citizens to act as community
champions who then went into their own neighborhoods to ease opposition of zoning changes.
That grass roots organizing effort was critical to their success.
• Bob Adams (in response to Hunter Hanger’s question) answered that housing is complex, but this is
basic supply and demand and building more homes would help. He went on to say that most major
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cities around the world have faced a dramatic increase in housing prices in the last 20 years. However,
in Tokyo rents have remained about the same and presumably a main influencer is that Tokyo is more
permissive regarding development and density which has caused increased production of homes.
Jessica Guglielmo pondered what the discussion would mean in terms of utilization of services,
infrastructure for schools and roads, and if the costs would have to be recaptured through taxes. She
also comparatively considered the history of Oceana and BRAC.
Bobby Trajan pointed out that density is not a problem in SGAs, but in other areas of the City there
is a delicate balance between citizen expectation and need for housing. Form rather than the use of
construction is a tradeoff and perception also plays a strong role in real estate stability. He added that
rezoning is more challenging in established communities.
➢ Bob Adams shared that he resides in a neighborhood in Richmond that was built between 18801925 that is mixed use and highly desirable with high home values. He said that since the 1950’s
neighborhoods have become homogeneous, but trends are cyclical and returning to mixed use is
good but challenging.
➢ Kevin Kemp noted that an element of the neighborhood Bob referenced is that people see it as
cool. He said it’s difficult to recreate that type of atmosphere without the infrastructure. He added
that seniors are willing to pay the price to live the lifestyle that others may not be able to afford.
➢ Cheryl Davidson suggested revisiting the idea of Princess Anne Plaza for a Pilot Area.
➢ Ron Ripley believes that older suburban multi-family dwellings are a great opportunity for the
city to partner with for rehabilitation. Additionally, deferring taxes is a great incentive towards
affordability.

[Brief refreshment break while Bob Adams prepared to leave/gathered his presentation materials.]

Design Services Update
Karen Prochilo advised the Design Consultants’ status remains unchanged since the last meeting.
Acknowledgement of Board Members Service
Karen Prochilo invited Tim McCarthy, John Olivieri, and Cheryl Davidson to the front of the room to be
honored for their service on the Housing Advisory Board. She then read aloud the Certificate of
Appreciation and presented them each with a Certificate and small gift bag on behalf of the Department
of Housing and Neighborhood Preservation. The retiring members were then given the opportunity to
share a few parting words about their experience on the Board which they graciously accepted.
Nominations and Election of Chair and Co-Chair
Karen Prochilo informed the Board that due to the term expirations of Tim McCarthy and John Olivieri
the positions of Chair and Co-Chair must be refilled effective October 1, 2019. Hunter Hanger nominated
Ann Crenshaw for Chair and there were no other nominations. John Georghiou nominated Ron Ripley
for Co-Chair and there were no other nominations. Tim McCarthy seconded both nominations. All board
members in attendance unanimously approved the nominations of Ann Crenshaw for Chair and Ron
Ripley for Co-Chair.
Next Meeting Date
October 21, 2019 (3:00-5:00 p.m. at the Housing Resource Center)
The meeting adjourned at 4:39 p.m.

Jill Rinaldo
Recording Secretary
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